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Our Service Manager Sterling Mathis will be contributing information monthly in reference to service. We will title his
comments “STERLING SAYS”. As Service Manager he sees
areas where an update maybe available or where proper
maintenance would have prevented a problem. His department
covers basic repairs all the way up to total restoration. Sterling
is also going to be in charge of our service seminars.
So for April STERLING SAYS………………………...Please
start planning your summer service needs, some level of service needs to be completed whether you put on a lot of hours
on your machine or only a few. On Sno-Cat® Vehicles that over 10 years old
Sterling suggests taking a close look at hydraulic hoses and consider replacing
all of them at once to save time and labor. He may have some suggestions on
transportation to our facility and also what needs to be done if you are going to
perform the service yourself, so please give him a call. Service times will start
filling up this summer and we will want to get it done and back to you before
the snow starts falling next season.
Sterling is starting to plan the summer service seminars and will be posting
those dates on our web site and in the next newsletter. He plans to have one
seminar for utility and one for the groomers, as in the past these would be 2 day
events in the middle of the week.
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We have had some request for pressurized cab air systems on the Tucker-Terra® Agricultural Machines.
After researching we selected the RESPA product for filtration and their SY-KLONE electronic metering
device, the first package was installed last week. We installed the pre-filter outside of the cab and the
balance behind the passenger seat. See the below pictures. Call us to see if this system could be installed
in your existing Model 1600 Tucker-Terra®.
A brief description would be that debris-laden air enters the primary ejection chamber (pre-filter). Debris
particles are accelerated outward by centrifugal force and expelled back into the atmosphere. Pre-cleaned
air and recirculated cab air continues into the air filter housing and passes through the filter and into the
HVAC plenum (air conditioner) and into the cab.
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If you are interested in purchasing a demonstrator please contact our sales department. We manufacture demo units
for both testing and demonstrations. Purchasing a demonstrator can be beneficial. We sell our demonstrators at a
discounted price yet still offer a factory warranty. Currently we have the following demo’s available for immediate
delivery:

2013 2000BXL (2 EACH )

2011 2000D 5-Pass, 12-Way Blade
Can be 36” Steel or 26” Terra

Meet Shellie Cooper. She started with Tucker Sno-Cat® Corporation in January of 1990 after working in the life insurance industry. Shellie is responsible for Accounts Receivables, shares incoming call duty, and various administrative tasks.
Another Southern Oregon native Shellie was born in Ashland and
graduated from Phoenix (OR) High School. She and her husband
(Mark) have raised two twin girls, who have both married military
guys and so Shellie now also has 5 grandchildren. In addition to
traveling to see her kids Shellie also enjoys shopping, camping,
church activities, and chopping firewood (really?). She is also a
good sport in keeping her husband company on his 4-wheeling
and gold mining adventures!
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